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When the high energy muons traverse the matter they loss 
energy because of ionization, bremsstrahlung, direct pair pro
duction, and nuclear interaction. The relative contributions of 
different processes to the total interaction probability for 
a given energy transfer v (GeV) are plotted in Figure a) for 
200 GeV muons in iron. Figure a) shows that the pair production 
process dominates over the other ones for the energy transfer v 
from a few hundred MeV to 10 GeV and'its contribution above 
10 GeV continues to be important. This effect becomes more ap
preciable with increasing initial muon energy or atomic number 
of the matter (Figs. b),c». To take into account any systema
tic effects due to a large energy loss in a single collision, 
the so-called "catastrophic" energy losses, the rigorous Me 
procedure of pair production losses is needed; this is the aim 
of the present paper . 
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b) for 500 GeV muons in iron, 
cJ for 200 GeV muons in lead. 
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The Kokoulin and Petrukhin formulas/I/ for pair production 
losses have been used as they are regarded to be the best appro
ximation available now to the rig.orous.Kel'ner and Kotov calcu
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lation~/21 (with the accuracy better than 2% in the relativis
tic region). The other approximation formulas /31 especially 


/41
the often used Kobayakawa one which is also presented in 
the CERN Yellow Report/51 underestimate the pair production 
losses up to 40%. The Kokoulin and Petrukhin formula 111 for the 

, differential probability is written as follows: 
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muon energy, v=l/E is the energy fraction transferred to the 

pair, p~(£ -l_)/l is the asymmetry coefficient of the energy 

distributi6n of the pair, p , m are the muon and electron mas

ses, respectively, Z, A are the atomic number and atomic 

weight of the target material, r is the classical electron 

radius, a = 1/137 is the fine structure constant, N is Avo

gadro's number. 


Expression (1) is valid for E;;:S GeV and 
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There are three standard methods to generate random numbers 
according to the one-dimen~onal distribution function r~) 
x)ow';; x .$ The first, when the cumulative distributionx higb " 

• x x bigh
functlOn ~(x) = f r(y) dy / T- r(y) dy can be analytically invert

x
10w x)ow 

ed.The second is the so-called percentile method which consists 
in numerical inversion of the cumulative distribution function 
(ll(x) in 100 "percentile" points and use of a reasonable inter
polation. (The CERN library program "FUNRAN" uses this method). 

The third method is several variations of the so-called "rejec
tion" method. For pair production energy losses none of the 
methods can be used. The cumulative distribution function 

x Pmax v max Pmax 

ell (x) 2 f f a(E,v, p)dpdv/ 2 f f a(E,v,p)dpdv 
v . 0 V. .0 mm mm 

cannot be inverted analytically. The "rejection" method cannot 
work effectively because the r.h.s. of (1) is very cumbersome. 
Due to a rapidly decreasing cross section (about 7 orders) the 
second "FUNRAN" method works with errors from a few tens to 
a few hundreds per cent (for losses above 4.5%). The proposed 
Monte-Carlo method works accurately in all energy loss interval 

' 1. To make MC procedure fast enough the losses below[vrnill V max 

some minimum energy loss - were treated as "restricted"
v cut 
average energy losses lSI 

Vcut Pmax 

dE 2E f v f q(E,v, dpdv 


dx v o
min 

(A reasonable choice for vcut is 0.005). The tail above vcut' 
where the so-called "catastrophic" losses,appear, was treated 
by the following Me procedure. The cumulative distribution pair 
production function . 

x Pmax VmaxPrnax 

~(x) f f q(E.v, p)dpdv / f r a(E,V, p)dpdv 
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in the region v - v was approxim<l;ted by the sum G(x) of Checut max
byshev polynomials 

n 

G(x) . l:o a i T, (x), 
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where Ti (x) '" cos (j arc cos (x) ). 
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was solved for Chebyshev reference points Z i ; 0 5: Zj $. 1 using 
the CERN library program RZERO lUI. 

The .above method for Chebyshev approximation gives the analy
tical expression for the inverse function ~(z)of the cumulative 
pai r production function 4>(x) as 
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For m = 6 and 7 subintervals (0, 0.59, 0.937, 0.994, 0.999, 
0.9998, 0.99998, I) the fitting precision is better than 0.5%. 
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ly, can be used for MC calculations with accuracy better than 1%. 
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Top;opoaa r. E2-85-I67 
MoHTe-KapRo BbNHcneHHH noTepH 3HeprHH 
BbiCOK03HepreTHtleCKHX MIOOHOB B npo~ecce o6pa30BaHHH 
3lleKTpoH-n03HTpOHHbiX nap 

}J.riH nOTI;!PH. 3HeprHH BbiCOK03HepreTHtleCKHX MIOOHOB B npo
~ecce o6pa3oBaHHH 3neKTpoH-n03HTPOHHbJX nap CTaHp;apTHbJe MoHTe
Kapno MeTO)J;bl He MOryT 6b1Tb HCnOllb30BaHbl p;nH MOp;enHpOBaHHH 
c xopomeii TOtJHOCTbiO TaK Ha3bJBaeMbiX 11 KaTacTpoclmt~eCKHX11 noTepb. 
Tot~HbJH MeTop; p;nn MoHTe-Kapno Mop;enHi>OBaHHH noTepH 3HeprHH 
npH o6pa3oaaHHH nap · npep;cTaaneH B pa6oTe. 
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Pa6oTa BbmOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH .TeopeTHtleCKOH ¢1H3HKH OM5IM. 

Coo~~eHHe O~~eAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa HAep~~ HccneAOBaHHA. ny6Ha 1985 

Todorova G. E2-85-167 
Monte-Carlo Calculations of Muon Energy 
Losses Due to Pair nroduction -

For pair production energy losses of high energy muons 
none of the standard methods for simulation can be used to 
generate accurately the so-called "catastrophic" losses. The 
accurate and fast method for full Monte-Carlo generation of 
pair producti~n energy losses is presented. 

The _investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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